
ESSAY ON NSG AND SECURITY FORCES

The National Security Guard (NSG) is a counter terrorism unit under the Indian Ministry of The Special Rangers Group
(SRG), the police component of NSG, which also handles VIP security, is composed of personnel on deputation from
other.

On the other hand, the NSG team on alert was elsewhere and no other team was raised during the delay. In this
operation two terrorists were killed and one 7. The force also keeps a check on illegal immigration and
trans-border smuggling. They pull out after suggesting that intelligence for the operation was inadequate.
Source: Factly 7. The reasons are evident as to why NSG is accredited to be one of the best counter terrorist
and special operations unit in Asia. Expansion of the NSG will blunt the edge it has over the terrorism
scenario in India and will ultimately be reduced to general law and order maintaining from a specialist force.
The hostages are released and the terrorists escaped to Pakistan. These missions are possibly ongoing. It is not
known if this plan has been put into action. Finally, the Indian Government agrees to the terrorists' demands to
release three jailed terrorists. This decision will cut short reaction times for the NSG and eliminate hassles
involved in flying the teams to the hijack site. It is the largest industrial security force in the world and has ,
personnel. However, NSG is an elite commando group providing a second line of defense for the nation. A
small team is left behind to help, the hostage is eventually killed in December  It is now up to the Government
as to how far it will extend its cooperation for elite units like the National Security Guard. It is headed by an
officer from the Indian Police Service just like all other paramilitary forces except Assam Rifles. The second
terrorist was shot before he had a chance to fire and died 40 minutes later. Another decision taken was to
deploy NSG teams permanently at eight sensitive airports around the country, especially those bordering
Pakistan and the North East. No NSG personnel were injured. The plane landed in Kandahar, Afghanistan
where one hostage was killed. NSG ready to be flown out but called back at the last minute. Niranjan lost his
life defusing a grenade or IED booby trapped on the body of a dead terrorist, and 12 other members of the unit
were injured. Know here: 1. Source: Factly 5. In Parliament attack too, it was the CRPF troops that killed the
five terrorists who entered the premises. Their logic is relevant as a bloated NSG will defeat the very cause of
establishing this elite special operations force. Room for improvement is large, and they are no doubt
expensive. NSG flies in, delayed by traffic in Delhi. One endurance test involves martial arts, target shooting
at the end of an obstacle-ridden cross-country run. The proposed composite structure was allocated an area of
15, square meters to provide accommodations for commandos and include classrooms, training facilities and
other amenities needed to further improve the concerned infrastructure. Nearly 2. Current strength of NSG is a
little over 7, but the recent recruitment waves will double the strength in the coming years. Countering naxal
operations, assisting the State and Union Territories in police operations to maintain law and order and helping
with the UN peace-keeping missions also comes under CRPF's task list.


